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ABSTRACT

The invention relates to a method for making an elasticised pants article (1) for persons suffering from incontinence, comprising the steps of knitting, by a circular loom, a tubular fabric element (2), having a homogeneous knitted construction, of the 1-to-1 knitting type, removing equivalent portions of the tubular element fabric, so that the front and rear fabric portions of the tubular element are equal to one another, and seaming, without any upturned portions, the tubular element near the zones thereof from which said fabric portions have been removed. The knitting process further provides to introduce one or more threads or yarns of a uncoated elastomeric material. The present invention further relates to an elasticised pants article (1) for persons suffering from incontinence made by the inventive method.
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The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to us.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence.

The invention further relates to an elasticised pants article specifically designed for persons suffering from incontinence.

As is known, persons suffering from incontinence require undergarment articles of particular types, adapted to receive therein pads or napkins or diapers.

These requirements, however, must be met while providing a good comfort for the user.

Incontinence pants made of tubular fabric materials are already known.

From the mentioned tubular fabric material, for making the pants, is conventionally removed a fabric portion from the center of one of the open ends of the fabric tube.

Then, the fabric material is closed about the fabric removal portion, thereby providing the pants crotch and inner areas for the legs, while leaving openings on both sides of the crotch region, to provide suitable openings for the user legs.

While the pants articles made by the above
disclosed prior method solve the indicated technical problem, they, however, are affected by the following disadvantages.

Usually, the ratio between the waist size and the leg tubular opening is not suitable for fitting to large size persons.

This situation, in particular, is a direct consequence of the pants making method which, even if the pants size changes, always provide a pants article having fixed and unsuitable size ratios of the several pants openings.

Accordingly, such a pants article has a very poor comfort, which is further decreased as the used pad or napkin is loaded by moisture, because of a great pressing toward the user body to which these elements are subjected during the use.

Finally, a further loss of comfort derives from an actual difficulty of properly firmly locating the mentioned napkins and/or pads, which would tend to be displaced because of the user body movements, with a negative consequence for the user of these prior pants articles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the aim of the present invention is to provide a method for making an
elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence which comprises very simple operating steps and which can be carried out at a low cost.

Within the scope of the above mentioned aim, a main object of the present invention is to provide such an incontinence pants article which provides the user with a very high comfort in each condition of use thereof.

According to one aspect of the present invention, the above aim and objects, as well as yet other objects, which will become more apparent hereinafter, are achieved by the subject method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence comprising the steps of knitting, by a circular loom, a tubular fabric element, removing a portion of the fabric from said tubular fabric element and seaming said tubular element near the fabric removal zones thereof, characterized in that said tubular fabric element is knitted with a homogeneous knitted construction of a 1-to-1 knitting type, said fabric being removed at two opposite portions of said tubular fabric element, so that a front and rear portions of said tubular fabric element are equal to one another and that said seaming step is carried out to provide a seam free of any cuff.
Thus, by carrying out the above method, a pants article is provided having a homogeneous knitted fabric construction of the 1:1 knitted arrangement, with an even diameter, not curved sides and a front and rear regions perfectly equal to one another.

The present invention further relates to an incontinence elasticised pants article, characterized in that said pants article comprises a knitted fabric having a homogeneous 1:1 knitted construction, a crotch and two openings made by removing equivalent fabric portions at two opposite portions, and by a subsequent seaming operation, to provide substantially rectilinear sides and a front and rear zones perfectly equal to one another.

The invention provides the following advantages with respect to the prior art status.

In particular, the inventive pants article is provided with very good structural features, providing the pants article with a very high comfort and allowing it to be made at a very low cost.

Moreover, the elasticised fabric forming the pants article, jointly with the making method thereof, provide the pants article with greatly resilient features, both in a vertical and in a horizontal
direction.

Moreover, the insertion, by portions, into the pants article of one or more uncoated elastomeric material threads will improve the resilient characteristics of the pants articles at set portions thereof.

In fact, the mentioned elastomeric material threads will provide a perfect adhesion of the pants article to the user body, while providing an additional resilient pulling effect.

At said uncoated elastomeric material threads, for example a Lycra® material or the like, the pants article fabric is also provided with even knitted portions perfectly corresponding to those of the remaining part of the pants body.

Furthermore, the mentioned resilient threads will assure a perfect adhesion of the pads or diapers used by persons suffering from incontinence.

In addition, the ratios of the pants article openings would be optimized for a broad range of user's size: in particular, the diameter of the pants article waist portion would be less than that of the pants article user, the size are not curved and the rear and front portions are perfectly equal to one another.
Finally, the apparatus for carrying out the subject method can be easily available as well as the used materials, thereby the making cost will be very small.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further advantages and characteristics of the present invention will become more apparent hereinafter from the following detailed disclosure, given by way of an illustrative but not limitative example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, where:

Figure 1 is an enlarged horizontal view of a fabric portion made for preparing the pants article according to the present invention;

Figure 2 is a perspective view showing a tubular fabric element, made by a circular loom, according to an intermediate step of the method for making the pants article according to the present invention;

Figure 3 is a further perspective view of the pants article made by the method according to the invention;

and

Figure 4 is a side view of the pants article according to the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

With reference to the number references of the figures of the accompanying drawings, the method for making an improved elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence according to the invention comprises, at first, a knitting step.

This knitting step, in particular, is carried out on a circular loom, of any known suitable types, to which is fed an elasticised synthetic yarn or thread, preferably a polyamide type of yarn.

Thus, from said circular loom, a tubular fabric element 2 will be provided, the fabric construction whereof comprises homogeneous loops 3, preferably of a 1:1 knitted type, to provide said knitted fabric with greatly resilient features, both in a vertical and in a horizontal direction.

Moreover, to provide the pants article 1 with a greater elasticity at set regions thereof, one or more uncoated elastomeric material threads or yarns 4 are inserted, by portions, into the fabric being made during said knitting step.

The uncoated elastomeric material, for example, can comprise a Lycra® material or the like.

In this connection it should be pointed out that, advantageously, said elastomeric material yarns
will be processed by said circular loom to provide, together with the mentioned synthetic thread, even loops perfectly corresponding to those provided in the remaining part of the pants article 1 body.

The thus made tubular element 2 is then subjected, at one end thereof, to a removal step for removing equivalent fabric portions therefrom, at two opposite portions of said tubular element 2.

Then, about the fabric removal zones is carried out a seaming operation, without any cuff upturned portions, in order to provide the crotch 5 and, accordingly, the leg openings 6.

Then, the pants article 1 is finished by any suitable cutting-seaming prior machines.

The finished pants article 1, in particular, will have an even diameter, and the pants article size will be set to provide a waist portion less than that of the user.

More specifically, the pants article sides 7 are not curved and the front and rear portions or flaps 8 are perfectly equal to one another.

In this connection, it should be apparent that all the disclosed making details can be replaced by other technically equivalent elements: accordingly, the used apparatus and materials, as well as the
contingent size and shapes, can be suitably changed, depending on requirements.

The pants article 1 according to the present invention will be used like a prior pants article, while providing a much greater use comfort owing to a perfect adhesion of the subject pants article to the user body, due to the return resilient forces which are generated by the vertical and horizontal tension of the subject pants article during its use.

In particular, the mentioned resilient forces will be enhanced by the above mentioned elastomeric material threads 4.

As stated, said resilient forces will provide a very good comfort even upon moistening of the pad or napkin held in the pants article, owing to a perfect adhesion of the latter.

From the above disclosure it should be apparent that the invention fully achieves the intended aim and objects.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence comprising the steps of knitting, by a circular loom, a tubular fabric element, removing a portion of the fabric from said tubular fabric element and seaming said tubular element near the fabric removal zones thereof, characterized in that said tubular fabric element is knitted with a homogeneous knitted construction of a 1-to-1 knitting type, said fabric being removed at two opposite portions of said tubular fabric element, so that a front and rear portions of said tubular fabric element are equal to one another and that said seaming step is carried out to provide a seam free of any cuff upturned portions.

2. A method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence, according to Claim 1, characterized in that said knitting step is carried out by using a polyamide type of yarn.

3. A method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence, according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that said knitting step provides for using one or more uncoated elastomeric material threads, said elastomeric
material threads being knitted by said circular loom to provide, together with the synthetic fabric material, even loops which perfectly correspond to the loops made by the synthetic yarn material.

4. A method for making an elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence, according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that said seaming step is designed for providing, after said fabric portion removal step, a two-opening crotch region, the pants article being finished by a cutting-seaming apparatus.

5. An elasticised pants article for persons suffering from incontinence, made by the method according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that said pants article comprises a homogeneously knitted fabric with a 1:1 knitting pattern, including a crotch region and two openings made by removing equivalent portions of the fabric at two opposite portions, and by performing a subsequent seaming step, to provide substantially rectilinear sides and front and rear zones perfectly equal to one another.

6. An elasticised pants article according to claim 5, characterised in that said knitted fabric material comprises a polyamide type of synthetic yarn.

7. An elasticised pants article, according to claim 5 or claim 6, characterised in that said knitted fabric material comprises one or more uncoated elastomeric material yarns, providing, together with said synthetic yarn material, even loops corresponding to the loops provided by said synthetic yarn material.
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